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When Sheldon Russell Curtis told this story to his daughter, Rosa, she kept every word in her heart and was
to retell it many times.
     I will tell it in Sheldon's own words as nearly as I can.

He was wounded in a fierce battle and left for dead in a pasture somewhere in Georgia when Pinkus found
him. Pinkus' skin was the color of polished mahogany, and he was flying Union colors like the wounded boy,
and he picked him up out of the field and brought him to where the black soldier's mother, Moe Moe Bay,
lived. She had soft, gentle hands and cared for him and her Pink.

But the two boys were putting her in danger, two Union soldiers in Confederate territory! They had to get
back to their outfits. Scared and uncertain, the boys were faced with a hard decision, and then marauding
Confederate troops rode in.

In this Civil War story passed from great-grandfather to grandmother, to son, and finally to the author-artist
herself, Patricia Polacco once again celebrates the shared humanity of the peoples of this world.
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From reader reviews:

Heather Roberts:

The ability that you get from Pink and Say could be the more deep you searching the information that hide
within the words the more you get serious about reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to
understand but Pink and Say giving you joy feeling of reading. The article author conveys their point in
particular way that can be understood by simply anyone who read this because the author of this guide is
well-known enough. This book also makes your own personal vocabulary increase well. It is therefore easy
to understand then can go together with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We suggest you
for having this specific Pink and Say instantly.

William Meadows:

This Pink and Say usually are reliable for you who want to be a successful person, why. The reason why of
this Pink and Say can be on the list of great books you must have will be giving you more than just simple
reading through food but feed you with information that probably will shock your before knowledge. This
book will be handy, you can bring it everywhere you go and whenever your conditions in the e-book and
printed types. Beside that this Pink and Say giving you an enormous of experience such as rich vocabulary,
giving you trial of critical thinking that we know it useful in your day action. So , let's have it and luxuriate
in reading.

Brooke Callender:

A lot of people always spent their particular free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them
family or their friend. Do you realize? Many a lot of people spent that they free time just watching TV, or
playing video games all day long. If you need to try to find a new activity honestly, that is look different you
can read some sort of book. It is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book which you read you can
spent all day every day to reading a publication. The book Pink and Say it is very good to read. There are a
lot of those who recommended this book. They were enjoying reading this book. In the event you did not
have enough space to create this book you can buy the particular e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this
book from a smart phone. The price is not too costly but this book has high quality.

Quentin Taylor:

Do you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Make an effort
to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't ascertain book by its cover may doesn't work here
is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not as fantastic as in the outside appearance
likes. Maybe you answer might be Pink and Say why because the excellent cover that make you consider
concerning the content will not disappoint you actually. The inside or content will be fantastic as the outside
or maybe cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly show you to pick up this book.
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